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Abstract
The photo-reportage ‘Displaced Jews’ (1941) is a rare representation of Japanese
views on Jewish refugees at a time of great historical change. The project was carried
out by six members of the Osaka-based Tampei Shashin Kurabu (Tampei
Photography Club), led by Yasui Nakaji. My thesis addresses how these photographs
can be read in the context of 1930’s social documentary photography and how they
are innovative in terms of the representation of refugees. It explores these matters
through comparison of ‘Displaced Jews’ with other period photos of refugees, in
particular early 20th century photojournalistic depictions of European refugees, U.S.
Farm Security Administration photo-documentation of Great Depression victims
(1935-44), and Roman Vishniac’s photographic portrayal of life in Jewish ghettos in
Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia, and Lithuania in 1935-39. I argue that the
‘Displaced Jews’ photographs have a unique style that manifest multiple Japanese and
international visual influences, and that they reveal how exotic, ‘different’, and to
some extent intimidating the Jewish refugees appeared to the Tampei Club
photographers. The study concludes by arguing that beyond the historically important
information contained in the ‘Displaced Jews’ imagery, it provides valuable insights
into contemporaneous Japanese visual culture and the experience of World War II in
Japan.
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Introduction
This thesis explores the historical and social context of the photo-documentation
project ’Displaced Jews’ 1 of March 1941 in Kobe, Japan. The project consists of
several dozen photographs of Jewish refugees taken by the following six
photographers: Yasui Nakaji, Shiihara Osamu, Kawasaki Kametarō, Tabuchi
Kaneyoshi, Kono Tōru, and Tezuka Yutaka. These men, who were all members of the
Osaka-based Tampei Shashin Kurabu (Tampei Photography Club, 1930-1941), visited
Kobe twice to photograph the refugees, who were fleeing Nazi and Soviet persecution
in Eastern Europe. Many of the individuals were the so-called Sugihara Visa
Refugees, 2 who had been issued visas by the vice-consul for the Japanese Empire in
Lithuania, Chiune (a.k.a. Sempo) Sugihara, permitting them to escape Germanoccupied Western Poland, Soviet occupied Eastern Poland, and Lithuania. They did
so via the Trans-Siberian Railway and Chinese Eastern Railway, before crossing to
Kobe by ship from Vladivostok. Supposedly, those visas were transit, and the
refugees stopped for a time in Kobe on their way to Curacao, a Dutch colony in the
Caribbean that did not require entry visas. However, they were allowed to stay in
Kobe as long as they needed to. 3 While in Kobe, the refugees were cared for by the
members of a pre-existing Jewish community (so-called ‘Jewcom’), that included 34
Ashkenazim Jews (of White Russian origins), 62 Sephardim Jews (of Middle Eastern

1

Also, translatable as ‘Jews in Exile’, often referred to as ‘Wandering Jew’. See for example Luisa
Orto and Matsuda Takako “Artist Profiles” in The History of Japanese Photography, ed. Anne Wilkes
Tucker, Dana Friis-Hansen (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 375.
2
Sempo Sugihara was a vice consul for the Japanese Empire in Lithuania. During the Second World
War he illegally issued transit visas for Jews to flee Europe through Japan. Yutaka Taniuchi, The
Miracle Visas (Jerusalem: Gefen Publishing House Ltd., 2001), 36-42.
3
Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, “Insourced History of Kobe Jewish Community
and Story of Jewish Refugees” (In the Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, acquired in
2006), 2.
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and Indian Origins) and 25 German Jews. 4 ‘Jewcom’ was successful because it had
developed good relationships with local authorities, including the Tsugura Water
Police, who inspected the visas of the arriving refugees. 5 Leo Hanin, one of the
‘Jewcom’ activists, was secretly told that the visas were false, but refugees were told
not to worry, because the local police would let them through. 6 Another relevant
detail is that Japanese visas were issued to families rather than individuals, so the
refugees were advised to quietly organize themselves into family-like units of 6
members so that their applications could be processed according to the Japanese
requirements (i.e. they could travel to Japan under one visa). 7 In August 1940, seven
months before they were photographed by the Tampei Photography Club
photographers, Gregory Moiseef, a member of ‘Jewcom’, described the refugees’ stay
in Kobe as follows: “The refugees had been sleeping on borrowed mattresses and
floors, eating what they could find and spending most of their time on the street in
front of the Jewish Community Center, where their European faces and long black
beards stood out vividly in the Oriental city.” 8
The photo-documentary project ‘Displaced Jews’ is a rare representation of
Japanese views on Jewish refugees in the pre-war period. As far as is known, it is the
only substantial initiative in Japan to visually document this historical episode, which

4

Gregory Moiseef, “Letter to Lisa” (August 1940) (Typewritten Letter in the Collection of the Hyogo
Prefectural Museum of Art, acquired in 2006), unpaginated.
5
Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, ’Unsourced History of Kobe Jewish Community
and Story of Jewish Refugees’ (In the Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, acquired in
2006), 8.
6
The United States Holocaust Museum, “Unsourced History of Kobe Jewish Community and Story of
Jewish Refugees” (In the Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, acquired in 2006), 10.
This detail is suggestive of both the accommodating nature of Kobe as a port city with a long history of
openness to the world, and the excellent reputation of its pre-existing Jewish community.
7
Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, “Unsourced History of Kobe Jewish Community
and Story of Jewish Refugees” (In the Collection of the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, acquired in
2006), 10.
8
Gregory Moiseef, “Letter to Lisa” (August 1940) (Typewritten Letter in the Collection of the Hyogo
Prefectural Museum of Art, acquired in 2006), unpaginated.
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constitutes Japan’s only direct connection to the crisis faced by Jewish communities
in Europe during the Second World War. As will be explored below, the photographs
are important and interesting not only for what they show of the refugees’
circumstances in Kobe, but also what they reveal about how the photographers
regarded the refugees, and how they chose to represent them to their Japanese
audiences. In particular, the photographers’ insistence on representing the refugees as
individuals stands out in stark contrast to the Western photojournalistic convention of
presenting displaced peoples and refugees as faceless groups. 9

9

As will be explored later in the thesis, the interwar ‘realist’ trend in Japanese photography placed
emphasis upon developing the individualism of the photographer. This likely predisposed Japanese
‘realist’ photographers towards noticing and appreciating individual qualities in their subjects. The
photographic representation of Jews from Eastern and Central Europe in their ghettos by Roman
Vishniac, a Russian-American photographer, is also an example of individual approach to taking
photographs of refugees. Spearheaded by the Jewish charity organization called American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee, Vishniac visited Jewish ghettos in Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Latvia
from 1935 to 1939, aiming to reduce the anti-Semitic tendencies by the means of showing everyday life
of Jewish people. Later on, the result of his work was published as a series of photographs titled
Vanished World and was published several times: Roman Vishnaic, A Vanished World (New York:
Noonday Press, 1987), Mara Vishniac Kohn, Children of a Vanished World (Oakland: University of
California Press, 1999), Maya Benton (ed.) Roman Vishniac, Rediscovered (New York: International
Center of Photography, 2015).

3

Figure 1. Nakaji Yasui. Profile, 1941. Okatsuka Akiko (ed.), The Founding and Development of
Modern Japanese Photography in Japan, (Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Culture Foundation and Tokyo
Metropolitan Museum of Photography, 1995), 124.

Yasui Nakaji’s famous image Profile (Figure 1) is an outstanding example of the
distinctiveness of the ‘Displaced Jews’ series. This picture is a celebration of
individuality. The photographer catches a profile of a woman’s face and a blurred male
figure in motion in front of the woman. Even though it is a picture of refugees in exile,
it is elegant and glamorous. The woman looks like a film star. Her glance is so curious
and feminine that it contradicts the image of refugees’ lives as consisting only of
hardship and deprivation. Like other pictures from the ‘Displaced Jews’ reportage, this
photograph does not represent the refugees as one dimensional in the sense that they
are defined exclusively by their difficult circumstances. They do not look poor and
needy: they are relatively well-dressed and healthy-looking. Another feature of this
image that connects it to many of the others in the series is that it is a street photograph.
It offers a glimpse of figures in motion rather than being set up in such a way as to show
certain features or details of the refugees and their living circumstances in Kobe. As
4

will be argued in this thesis, this choice of approach goes a long way towards explaining
why the Tampei photographers’ orientation towards their Jewish subjects is ambiguous.
Without the title ‘Displaced Jews’, Japanese viewers might even assume that the
photographs had been taken in Europe, of people who were not necessarily refugees or
targets of anti-Semitic discrimination.
How can this unusual and de-politicized mode of representation be understood? It
is helpful in this regard to consider Japan’s international position in the spring of 1941.
Since the Marco Polo Bridge Incident of July 1937, Japan had been embroiled in the
Second Sino-Japanese War. 10 Subsequently, its relationships with Britain and the
United States deteriorated badly as Japan persevered against the ‘advice’ of these
governments to give up its aggressive program in China. In September 1940 Japan
signed the Tripartite Pact with Germany and Italy, 11 and in September 1940 it occupied
the Northern part of French Indochina. These initiatives and actions were focused upon
better positioning itself in relation to the costly and trouble-ridden conflict in China.
Matters connected with the far-away conflict in Europe, including Nazi persecution of
Europe’s Jewish populations, were given little attention in Tokyo or by the Japanese
media. It is in this context that we can understand entry visas being issued to people
fleeing persecution at the hands of Japan’s key ally of the period, Germany. Only after
the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, which connected Japan much
more closely to the European war, did the political and cultural mood in Japan change. 12
It is noteworthy in this regard that in February 1942, two months after Pearl Harbor,
the national Japanese Propaganda Culture Association was given the power to censor
10

Thomas Marvin Williamsen, “The Second Sino-Japanese War, 1931-1945,” in World War II in Asia
and the Pacific and the War’s Aftermath, with General Themes: A Handbook of Literature and
Research, ed. Lloyd E. Lee (Westport: Greenwood Publishing Group, 1998), 27.
11
Kazuo Yagami, Konoe Fumimaro and the Failure of Peace in Japan, 1937-1941: A Critical
Appraisal of the Three Time Prime-Minister (Jefferson: McFarland, 2006), 99.
12
Steve White, Pearl Harbor: a Day of Infamy (New York: The Rosen Publishing Book, 2007), 7.
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all the media spheres in Japan, including photography. 13 One consequence of this is
that the Tampei Photography Club’s activities were subsequently suspended for the
duration of the war. The ‘Displaced Jews’ reportage thus can be seen as the last
expression of curiosity-driven, amateur photography reportage in Japan before
censorship laws snuffed out such activities.
Unlike other representations of refugees, migrants and Jewish people of that era
that tended to be photojournalistic in the sense that they conveyed a clear message—
Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Mother being a well-known example of such photography,
the Tampei Photography Club pictures leave room for the imagination. Almost all the
‘Displaced Jews’ photographs hover between documentation and art, making them
complex and ambiguous. The pictures of ‘Displaced Jews’ were exhibited in March
1941 in Osaka, and 5 were published in Shashin Bunka magazine in October of that
year. During and after the war they largely disappeared from sight until there was a
revival of interest in Yasui Nakaji’s photography in the 1980s. 14 From May 4, 2000 to
October 21, 2001, a large selection of images from the 1941 shoot were exhibited at
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington D.C. (in a show titled
Fight and Rescue). 15
There is no exact information on how many photographs the Tampei
photographers took of the refugees in Kobe. Some negatives and prints were lost
during the bombing of Osaka and other Kansai area cities in 1944-1945. However, I
have gathered 45 photographs from the ‘Displaced Jews’ reportage from several

13

Barak Kushner, The Thought War: Japanese Imperial Propaganda (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 2007), 71-73.
14
In particular, Ozawa Kenji et al. (eds.) Nihon shashin zenshu (The Complete History of Japanese
Photography). Vol.3: The Modern Photography Movement in Japan (Tokyo: Shogakukan, 1986).
15
Exhibitions and Programs, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum [Online]. Available:
https://www.ushmm.org/collections/bibliography/united-states-holocaust-memorial-museum# [2018,
January].
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different compendiums of Japanese photographs, namely: Nakayama Iwata
Retrospective: A Photographer and Prewar Kobe, Yasui Nakaji shashin sakuhinshū
(The Work of Yasui Nakaji), Shashin Bunka magazine issue of March 1941, Yasui
Nakaji portfolio, Yasui Nakaji Shashinshū: Nakaji Yasui, Photographer, 1903 –1942,
The Founding and Development of Modern Japanese Photography in Japan, and The
Complete History of Japanese Photography. Vol.3: The Modern Photography
Movement in Japan, Flight and Rescue 16.
There are three central questions about the ‘Displaced Jews’ photographs that I
want to address in this research. First, why do the photographs not look like typical
photographic depictions of Eastern and Central European Jewish people from the
interwar and early wartime eras? What elements make them different, and how can
we understand those differences? Regarding these questions, I aim to explore the
distinctiveness of these photographs by comparing them to other representations of
refugees and migrants of the 1930s and early 1940s.
Second, I would like to consider how much the Tampei photographers understood
and sympathized with the predicament of the refugees beyond thinking of them as
interesting subject matter for their cameras. Here I will concentrate upon the leader
and best-known photographer of the group, Yasui Nakaji. By investigating Yasui’s
career, interests, and earlier projects, I will try to shed some light on how he

16

Yuri Mitsuda (ed.), Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A Photographer and Prewar Kobe (Kobe:
Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, 2010), Ueda Bizan (ed), Yasui Nakaji shashin sakuhinshu (The
Photographs of Yasui Nakaji, originally published on August 1, 1942), (Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai,
2005), Yuri Mitsuda (ed.), Nakaji Yasui portfolio, (New York: Taka Ishii Gallery, 2010), The Shoto
Museum of Art, Nagoya City Art Museum, Kyodo News (eds.), Yasui Nakaji Shashinshū: Nakaji
Yasui, Photographer, 1903 –1942 (Tokyo: Kyodo News, 2004), Okatsuka Akiko (ed.), The Founding
and Development of Modern Japanese Photography in Japan (Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Culture
Foundation and Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, 1995), Ozawa Kenji et al. (eds.), The
Complete History of Japanese Photography. Vol.3: The Modern Photography Movement in Japan
(Tokyo: Shogakukon, 1986), Edward Phillips (ed.), Flight and Rescue (Washington: United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, 2001).
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approached the refugees as photographic subjects and as people. Here it is important
to emphasize that as one of Japan’s best-known modernist photographers of the
prewar era, it is likely that Yasui exerted heavy influence on the approaches of the
five other photographers involved in the project and helped them select the images for
printing, exhibition, and publication.
Third, I will carry out close readings of selected photographs in order to
rigorously investigate them as historical documents and cultural texts. This constitutes
the core primary documents considered in this thesis. What kinds of specific
information about the Jewish refugees’ experiences in Kobe can we acquire from
these images? And what do the photographs say about Japanese perspectives on the
European, Jewish, non-Japanese ‘other’? For this work, I will utilize the method
described and deployed in James Elkins’ book What Photography Is. 17
My thesis is organized into three sections to address the matters raised by these
questions. In Section A I survey historical representations of refugees and the ‘other’
in world and Japanese photography in order to compare them to the Tampei
Photography Club members’ images of the Jewish refugees in Kobe. For this task I
draw upon analyses of American social documentary photography by Michael L.
Carlebach (Documentary and Propaganda: the Photographs of the Farm Security
Administration) and Russel Freedman (Kids at Work: Lewis Hine and the Crusade
Against Child Labor). There are two parts to Section A. The first, on world
photography, considers the American Farm Security Administration (FSA)
propaganda campaign of the Great Depression years, and the second looks at Japanese
representations of non-Japanese people in the 1930s. Section B of the thesis focuses

17

James Elkins, What Photography Is (New York: Routledge, 2012).
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on the history of Japanese 20th century photography, the Tampei Photography Club,
and Yasui Nakaji. The most important sources used for this chapter are Anne Wilkes
Tucker’s and Dana Friis-Hansen’s The History of Japanese Photography, Kerry Ross’
Photography for Everyone. The cultural lives of cameras and customers in early
twentieth-century Japan, and Thomas Weski’s’ essay “Cruel and Tender” published
in 2003. Finally, Section C, the core of my research, concentrates upon close readings
of selected ’Displaced Jews’ photographs. It also provides a brief history of the
Jewish community in Kobe. Here I utilize documents from the Collection of the
Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art that provide rare information about the history of
Kobe’s Jewish community and the story of Kobe’s Jewish refugees. Along with that I
used a typewritten letter of one of the members of Jewish community in Kobe
Gregory Moiseef as a primary source in my research. Additionally, I used Akira
Kitade’s Visas of Life and the Epic Journey. How the Sugihara Survivors Reached
Japan and Herman Dicker’s Wanderers and Settlers in the Far East. A Century of
Jewish Life in China and Japan. With the close readings, the criteria for selection was
the objective of achieving a representative cross section based upon the number of
people contained in the photograph, the location, the age and gender of the subjects,
and authorship. As much as possible, I tried to include work by all six photographers,
and to incorporate both snapshots and more staged images.

9

Section A: Representations of refugees and the ‘other’ in world and Japanese
photography
Representations of migrants and refugees
In the early 20th century, refugees on the move were photographed by
newspaper journalists and newsreel cameramen to straightforwardly ‘show’
newsworthy events. Here the indexical quality of photography was emphasized: the
images served as ‘proof’ that the reports of mass numbers of people being displaced
from their communities and nations and forced to flee with little more than the clothes
on their backs, were true. For example, there are many news photographs that survive
of groups of Belgian refugees during the First World War, on the road, in boats,
gathered in groups on the street, etc. that simply show in a direct and fairly neutral
way the phenomenon of displaced people. In the decades that followed this functional,
‘neutral’ photojournalistic mode began to change under the influence of American
social-documentary photography. The shift from group photos of faceless crowds to
portraits of suffering individuals became epitomized by the work of the U.S. Farm
Security Administration’s photography program (1935-44). 18 Its main purpose was to
raise awareness about the plight of impoverished American farmers in the Great
Depression and generate support for government relief programs. 19 How does the
‘Displaced Jews’ project fit into this broader history of documentary photography?
This section will briefly survey this history, with particular focus on the
representation of refugees in world photojournalism. It will argue that while
‘Displaced Jews’ shares important commonalities with documentary projects

18
Michael L. Carlebach, “Documentary and Propaganda: the Photographs of the Farm Security
Administration,” The Journal of Decorative and Propaganda Arts, Vol. 8 (Spring 1988), 7.
19
Ibid.
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elsewhere, particularly those carried out by the FSA, it also has a number of unique
features.
The photographic language has basic rules that must be addressed in order to
give photography efficacy on the media scene. 20 These rules developed rapidly
following the establishment of photojournalism in the 1860s. Most importantly,
photographs needed to depict their subjects clearly. In that pioneering era, anonymous
cameramen slowly replaced draughtsmen as the ‘eyes’ of journalism media. 21 Their
task, however, remained the same as that of the artists they were displacing: to
provide visual accompaniment for journalistic texts; to ‘show’ or illustrate stories or
ideas described and developed in words. 22 The subject range for the newly-created
photography was almost limitless. The Spanish-American War of 1898 and the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 were the first armed conflicts ‘covered’ mostly by
photographers. 23 Newspapers required one or two telling photographs to illustrate a
journalistic report. The so-called photo-story, consisting of multiple, narrativelyconnected photographs, did not appear on the scene until several decades later. The
early photojournalistic works did not have a significant aesthetic component or style,
and often the photographers did not get a byline. 24 Early war photographs were the
result of agreements between photojournalists (or their publishers) and authorities. In
order to be granted access to the front, they had to submit their images to censors. 25
Because of plate cameras’ slow exposure times, photographers could not capture

20

Angela Faris Belt, The Elements of Photography: Understanding and Creating Sophisticated Images
(Abingdon: Taylor & Francis, 2014), 40.
21
David Crowley, Paul Heyer, Communication History: Technology, Culture, Society (Florence,
Kentucky: Routledge, 2015), 146.
22
Ibid.
23
Ibid., 148.
24
Ibid., 147.
25
Mary Panzer, Things as They Are. Photojournalism in Context Since 1955 (New York: Aperture
Foundation, 2007), 13.
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battle action, but only the results of the armed clashes. Additionally, early reporters
could only take their shots from prearranged positions that were fairly far from the
main actions spots. That meant no direct interaction with the subjects and quite
limited choices in terms of subject matter. 26
Not only did early photojournalists cover wars, but also the social
consequences of these conflicts. The phenomenon of refugees became an important
theme, once that grew in size and complexity in the 20th century. Early
photojournalistic coverage of refugees emphasized the spectacle of large groups of
rag-tag travelers burdened down with hastily-packed luggage.

27

Here the

photographers clearly tried to emphasize the scale and dramatic nature of the refugee
problem. The First Balkan War of 1912-1913 and the Armenian Genocide of 1915
were the first major refugee crises of the 20th century and an important example of
how lighter cameras and film enabled photojournalists to ‘show’ important world
events characterized by movement and flux. 28 Such early social documentation tended
to highlight broad, sweeping social conditions rather than the stories of individual
cases. 29 This is why most of the surviving photographs of the Balkan and Armenian
refugees are group or crowd portraits. Good examples of such imagery are Turkish
Refugees Waiting at the Quay if Istanbul (1912) and Armenian Genocide Refugees
(1915), both by unknown photographers (see Figures 2 and 3 respectively).

26

David Crowley, Paul Heyer, Communication History: Technology, Culture, Society (Florence,
Kentucky: Routledge, 2015), 146.
27
Colleen McDannell, Picturing Faith: Photography and the Great Depression (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2004), 25.
28
Naomi Rosenmbul (ed.), A World History of Photography (New York: Abbeville Press Publishers,
2007), 342.
29
Ibid., 343.
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Figure 2. Turkish Refugees Waiting at the Quay of Istanbul, 1912 (photographer unknown). Alamy
Stock Photo [Online]. Available: http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-events-19121913-first-balkanwar-1912-turkish-refugees-waiting-at-58495224.html [2018, February].

Figure 3. Armenian Genocide Refugees, 1915 (photographer unknown). Public Radio of Armenia
[Online]. Available: http://www.armradio.am/en/2015/04/24/harrowing-collection-of-armeniangenocide-photos-smuggled-out-a-century-ago-by-two-americans/ [2018, February].

Another such image is a photograph of Belgian refugees at the port of Ostend,
published in Collier’s New Photographic History in 1918 (Figure 4). 30 Here the scale

30
J. Francis, C.W. Taylor (eds.), Collier’s New Photographic History of the World’s War: Including
Sketches, Drawings and Paintings Made by Artists at the Front 1918 (New York: P.F. Collier & Son,
1918), p.144.
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of mass dislocation speaks for itself. The picture was taken in a fairly neutral manner,
so it is difficult to tell the photographer’s attitude or political position vis-à-vis the
refugees. The photograph could serve to illustrate a variety of newspaper stories, from
ones expressing sympathy for the displaced peoples to ones describing them as a
public menace.

Figure 4. Belgian Refugees at the Port of Ostend, 1918 (photographer unknown). Collier’s New
Photographic History of the World’s War: Including Sketches, Drawings and Paintings Made by
Artists at the Front 1918, ed. J. Francis, C.W. Taylor (New York: P.F. Collier & Son, 1918), p.144.

Photographers of the pioneering days of photojournalism did not aim to
impress recognizable visual signatures on their works. There were no starphotographers in the early 20th century because the profession was low paid and did
not have social prestige. Thus, photographers did not have strong incentives to
develop their photographs artistically. 31 Only in the 1920s did authorship and ‘style’
begin to become issues in the field of photojournalism. 32 It was then that documentary
photography emerged as a distinct, many-sided means of communication. According

31

J. Francis, C.W. Taylor (eds.), Collier’s New Photographic History of the World’s War: Including
Sketches, Drawings and Paintings Made by Artists at the Front 1918 (New York: P.F. Collier & Son,
1918), p.144.
32
Ibid. 149.
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to Nigel Warburton, a documentary photograph is a piece of reportage of a socially
concerned nature. 33 Lili Bezner is of a similar view, stating that in such photography
the photographer informs the public about harsh and disturbing social realities and
expects an ‘appropriate’ response. Depending on the situation, such a response might
include a donation of money, a call for reform, pressure for improving human rights,
etc. 34 Warburton, Bezner, and others, including Wolfgang Bruckle, directly associate
documentary photography with particular projects, like showing the effects of
poverty, war, social injustice, and environmental degradation. The tradition of people
taking up photography as a means of effecting social change goes back to such
pioneering figures as Lewis Hine, Jacob Riis, Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, August
Sander, and Berenice Abbott. 35 Warburton also places emphasis upon the importance
of the FSA’s photography program in “inventing” the concept of “concerned”
photographic documentation. 36 Such photography derives its power from its
“indexical” nature. 37 Documentary photographs, Warburton argues, represent a
distinctive type of evidence about the events they show. 38
Beginning with Jacob Riis (1849-1914) and Lewis Hine (1874-1940) in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, American photographers played a central role in
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developing the sub-field of socially-concerned documentary photography. 39 While
shocking inner-city poverty was the impetus for Riis and Hine’s work, the Great
Depression of the 1930s and the aforementioned FSA photography project made
social documentary mainstream. 40 Travelling through the U.S. and taking pictures of
sharecroppers, tenants, and poor people, the FSA photographers created a kind of
photographic language of dislocation and suffering. Their pictures were circulated
through camera magazines, and some of those were known to the Tampei
photographers. For example, Yasui Nakaji’s library included issues of U.S. Camera
magazine from 1939 and 1940. 41 Several of those issues feature FSA imagery. This
fact helps suggest what the Tampei photographers were trying to disclose through
their pictures. The Great Depression was a crisis that was similar to the crisis of Jews
in a sense. It was about people who had to leave their homes and hope for the best
elsewhere. There is little doubt that the photographic language developed by FSA
photographers influenced at least some of the pictures from ‘Displaced Jews’. For
example, Walker Evans took the pictures of a Sharecropper’s family (Figure 5) in
Alabama that became well known in photography circles in the United States and
Europe.
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Figure 5. Walker Evans, Sharecropper’s family (Ivy, Ellen, Pearl, Thomas, and Bud Woods, and MissMolly Gallatin), 1936. Jack F. Hurley, Portrait of a Decade. Roy Stryker and the Development of
Documentary Photography in the Thirties (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1972), 65.

Similarly, Dorothea Lange became famous with the masterpiece of Migrant Mother
(Figure 6), and she continued taking pictures of migrant women. This picture has been
cited as the best-known photograph in America. 42 It was even used for the United
States thirty-two-cent postal stamp in the 1990s. It is worth noting that beyond
photography magazines, FSA imagery was used in political literature, various
advertisements, and for charity fund-raising. 43
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Figure 6. Dorothea Lange, Migrant Mother, 1936. Oliva Maria Rubio and Carmen Riestra (eds.),
Dorothea Lange. The Crucial Years: 1930-1946 (Madrid: La Fabrica Editorial, 2009), 106.

FSA imagery does not focus upon large groups and the drama of large-scale
dust bowl-driven migration, but rather upon its human impact. The photographs do
not show smiley faces, but rather suffering facial expressions and tired and exhausted
bodies. Additionally, they show poor living circumstances as represented by scruffy,
makeshift tents, old cars, make-do laundry lines, etc. In some of the cases, men appear
as unsuccessful, tired souls with low masculinity. They do not look like working
people, or people who have energy and enthusiasm to lead their families. For
example, in White Angel Breadline (1933, Figure 7), a photograph by Dorothea
Lange, the male central figure is standing in a begging position with an empty tin cup
cradled in his arms. He faces away from the other men in the photograph while
waiting to get a free bowl of soup from one of the Great Depression donation
kitchens.
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Figure 7. Dorothea Lange, White Angel Breadline, 1933. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art [Online].
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/asset/white-angel-breadline-san-francisco
Available:
[2018, February].

For their part, women are generally depicted as struggling mothers who cannot
provide their children with food and decent housing facilities. The children seem like
burdens to them because they are sick, crying, and unsettled. Dorothea Lange’s
portrait of Florence Owens Thompson (Migrant Mother, 1936, see Figure 6) is the
iconic example of this genre. Walker Evans’ depiction of the tense, exhausted face of
a young migrant farmer’s wife (Allie Mae Burroughs, 1936, Figure 8) conveys a
similar message of desperation and—in this case—defeat. The language of FSA Great
Depression photography is overwhelmingly of the individual suffering person or
family as representative of the condition of the suffering group. 44
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Figure 8. Walker Evans, Allie Mae Burroughs, 1936. Judith Keller (ed.), Walker Evans. The Getty
Museum Collection (Maliby: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 1995), 165.

Because of the wide circulation of FSA imagery in the late 1930s, a close-up
portrait of a struggling woman looking straight into the camera lens had a certain
connotation. Yasui Nakaji was clearly familiar with the power of the close portrait to
emphasize the human condition and experimented with it in the ’Displaced Jews’
reportage. In this regard, it seems unlikely that the similarity between his photograph
Mother (Figure 9) and Walker Evans’Allie Mae (Sharecropper’s Wife, Figure 8) is
accidental. Even the pattern of lines in the background of Mother (Figure 9) resembles
the background of Walker Evans’s photograph.
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Figure 9. Nakaji Yasui, Mother, 1941. Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A Photographer and Prewar
Kobe, ed. Yuri Mitsuda (Kobe: Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum, 2010), 93.

Despite the fact that Mother (Figure 9) as a character looks quite different
from the aforementioned photographs of women by Dorothea Lange and Walker
Evans, she accords with the of image of the suffering mother established by those
works (there are more pictures of her with her child in the reportage). The mother’s
body is turned slightly away from the camera and she is not giving the photographer
any suggestion that she is friendly and open to his photographic scrutiny. These
elements, as well as her arms closed around her body, are common to all three
photographs. The depicted women are not giving the photographers any response.
They are neutral towards the camera and seem to be absorbed in their own thoughts.
These women were fleeing hardship and deprivation and their wary and ungenerous
expressions and body language suggest stories that were similar – of need and fatigue.
One would think that a close-up portrait technique necessitates a kind of
‘meeting’ between the subject and the photographer, because the latter must enter into
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the personal space of the photographed person. However, in the case of Mother
(Figure 9), there is a contradiction and tension in the photograph. On the one hand, the
depicted woman looks directly into the lens of the camera. She is also standing in
front of a closed background, and the photographer takes a picture from a close
distance. But on the other hand, she is notably different from the ‘mothers’ captured
by the FSA photographers. She was not carefully pinned as a butterfly to the
background, as was Allie Mae in the photo by Walker Evans. Nor was she politely
asked to stop while she was carrying out her duties, as in the case of Dorothea
Lange’s photograph of Florence Owens Thompson. Yasui’s Mother’s glance (Figure
9) is neutral and reserved. Her glance is a sort of metaphorical fence that limits the
photographer, and eventually the viewer, from accessing her life story in full
extension. At some point, her story is more complicated and mysterious, because it
leaves much room for the imagination. The pictures of Allie Mae Burroughs and
Florence Owens Thompson contain a pretty clear message: a call for reforms and for
improving the lives of poor American citizens suffering from the Depression. Those
portraits are very purposeful in the sense that they were taken with a very narrow and
certain aim. The depicted women’s faces provide a sense of poverty and hardship and
connect with a broader discourse on social justice in American society. By
comparison, Mother (Figure 9) is more ambiguous. The young woman’s portrait is not
a generalized image of refugees/Jews/women, and it does not call for pity and
sympathy. Her challenging glance and her body position give a very strong sense of
an individual who insists on remaining in control of her life circumstances and whose
resolute personality dominates over hardship and poverty.
As seen in this section, the reportage carried out for ‘Displaced Jews’ was an
amateur attempt. As far as is known, it did not follow any certain political aim but
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was driven by the curiosity of a self-organized group to document the unusual new
arrivals in Kobe. Under Yasui Nakaji’s influence, the Japanese photographers caught
up the individual focused approach that was popular in American photojournalism at
that time and adapted it to Japanese reality. 45Although the Tampei Photography Club
reportage is different in how it shows fleeing people, it is not different in how it
shows those people as individuals. It is not the same because it does not follow the
pre-existing idea of refugees as suffering and unfortunate people; however, it is the
same in that the photographs show specific characters who have their own stories, and
none of them is obscured by their status as refugees, Jews, or foreigners.
The Tampei photographers did not imitate the FSA photographers in using
small, telling details to show the suffering of people in hardship. Compared to the
FSA pictures, the ‘Displaced Jews’ imagery is surprisingly devoid of visual specifics.
For example, with Sharecropper’s Family (see Figure 5) Walker Evans described the
subjects through specific details of their living conditions, household items, clothes,
etc. He placed the subjects in contexts that revealed their bleak living conditions. The
photographs Sharecropper’s work shoes (Figure 10) and Fireplace are extreme
examples of this tendency in the sense that the human subjects’ hard lives are
conveyed obliquely through their clothing and domestic spaces.
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Figure 10. Walker Evans, Sharecropper’s work shoes, 1936. William Scott, Documentary Expression
and Thirties America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), 140.

Sharecropper’s Work Shoes (Figure 10) speaks volumes about the life of the
visually absent sharecropper. They look tired, overused, and poorly-maintained. For
sure, their owner has much more serious duties than taking care of the appearance of
his footwear. He is almost certainly as tired and overused as his shoes. They want to
be replaced; they have known better days. And so also, the viewer is left to imagine,
is the sharecropper. The hearth depicted in Fireplace looks cold and empty. It is
abandoned and forgotten. It is definitely not a place where a happy family spends its
evenings and celebrates holidays. The variety of representations of sharecroppers’
lives gives no chance to doubt their hardship. ’Displaced Jews’ reportage does not
have pictures like this. Yasui and his associates do not appear to have been given
access to the refugees’ intimate spaces, or the opportunity to make close-up studies of
their personal effects. Their contact was mostly limited to public areas and the street,
and they seem mostly to have had to work around the subjects—catching them as best
they could with their 35mm cameras—rather than with them in the manner of Evans’
study of the Burroughs family in Alabama. As a result, there are lots of photographs
on the street and in public.
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One important characteristic the FSA and ‘Displaced Jews’ imagery does have
in common is its representation of ‘otherness’. In the United States the photographers
who were recruited to document Depression-struck peoples and places for the
government were from the middle class, and they were working to show hardship and
suffering to the American middle class. Thus, the largely lower class rural and urban
victims of the Depression were ‘other’ both for artists and their expected viewers. It is
important to emphasize that showing the lower class ‘other’ as a suffering individual
was new and powerful. This was a mode that was borrowed by the Tampei
photographers to represent a different kind of ‘other’: non-Japanese, Jewish people
who had no historical or cultural connection to either the photographers or the
projected audience. Only their humanity and their suffering connected them with the
photographers. Another case of approaching ‘others’ as individuals was accomplished
by Roman Vichniac, who in 1934 was commissioned by the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee to help raise funds for impoverished Jews in Central and
Eastern Europe, and Russia.
Roman Vishniac’s photographs of Jewish people in cities and towns in Poland,
Russia, Czechoslovakia and Lithuania, made between 1935 and 1939, offer a useful
comparison to those of the Tampei photographers. 46 Even though they are not
photographs of migrants or refugees, Vishniac used a similar individual approach in
his reportage. An illustrative example is Father Enters, His Face Looks Tired. Will
There be a Meal Today? (Figure 11)

46
Maya Benton “Vishniac on Assignment,” in Roman Vishniac. Rediscovered, ed. Maya Benton (New
York: International Center of Photography, 2015), 109.
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Figure 11. Roman Vishniac, Father Enters, His Face Looks Tired. Will There Be a Meal Today?,19351939. Roman Vishniac. Rediscovered, ed. Maya Benton (New York: International Center of
Photography, 2015), 172.

This picture contains a lot of private details: bed, clothing, lamps, dirty
curtain, towels, chamber pot. It is built on interaction between the photographer and
the subjects. The title of the picture suggests that the photograph was taken by the
children’s father, and that Vishniac himself was that father, even though we know this
not to be the case. Most of pictures from his journeys to Europe are very personal 47
and provide detail about the everyday life of Jewish people at that time. Even though
the circumstances of Vishniac and the Tampei photographers were so different, there
are some similarities between these bodies of work. For example, the picture Father
Enters, his Face Looks Tired. Will There Be a Meal Today? (Figure 11) has some
features in common with Luggage (Figure 12) by Toru Kono. Luggage (Figure 12)
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also shows subjects’ lives through chaos going on with their property. The pile of
suitcases, bags and baskets in the picture is very suggestive in terms of the
representation of fleeing life. Both Vishniac and the Tampei photographers were
hungry to catch as many details and things as their camera lens could grab. In both
cases it looks like they were less interested in the people than in their things. Both
photographs suggest the feeling of messiness and overflow of personal effects that are
not put away and just lying around. Unlike the Tampei photographers, Vishniac did
not suffer from a lack of access to details and private things of the photographed
people and he made the most of it.

Figure 12. Kono Toru, Luggage, 1941. Yuri Mitsuda (ed.), Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A
Photographer and Prewar Kobe (Kobe: Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum, 2010), 91.
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Figure 13. Roman Vishniac, The Luxury of a Bath in Water Heated on the Coal Stove, 1935-1938.
Roman Vishniac. Rediscovered, ed. Maya Benton (New York: International Center of Photography,
2015), 110.

Based on their content, it is clear that Vishniac developed close relationships
with his photographs’ subjects, even to the point that the parents allowed him to
photograph their children taking a bath. The photograph The Luxury of a Bath in
Water Heated on the Coal Stove (Figure 13), made in Warsaw, Poland, in 1935-38 is
one such example. It is very full of details, such as dishes, pots, pigswill, dirty walls,
and stove, and shows the reality of everyday life in a close, sensitive way. Despite the
messy surroundings, chaos in the background, dirty walls, and lack of space in the
room, the photographed children do not seem uncomfortable. They are not trying to
hide their naked bodies and do not look scared. It is hard to imagine the Tampei
photographers going this far in their reportage and being given close access to the
lives of their Jewish subjects. Compared to the Tampei photographers’ pictures, those
by Vishniac provide the viewer with wide description regarding Jews’ living
conditions, social status and wealth. Being depicted in their homes, the subjects could
not hide or conceal their hardship as the Jews in Kobe could. The Kobe imagery is
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comparable, but of a different nature insofar as the circumstances of the photo
sessions were different. Because they provide less contextual information the images
of the refugees in Kobe are more enigmatic. After all, there was a natural difference
between each group of people and their things.
Japanese representations of non-Japanese
Another useful comparison for the ’Displaced Jews’ photo-reportage is the
documentation of white Russian immigrants in a Northern Manchurian village in
1939 by the Manshū shashin sakka kyōkai (Manchuria Photographic Artists
Association). 48 This is one of a few known examples of close depictions of non-Asian
foreigners by Japanese in the prewar period. It explains why the ‘Displaced Jews’
photo-story is less close and intimate in comparison with most of the FSA imagery
and that of Vishniac. The Tampei photographers were dealing with subjects who were
very foreign to them. The same was true of the Russians photographed by the
Manchuria photographers. It is interesting to note in this regard the insertion into the
picture space of barriers that separate the photographers from the ‘exotic’ non-Asian
Other. 49 In the case of Woman Leaning on the Fence (Figure 14), 1931, a symbolic
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detail of such disconnection is the existence of a wooden fence within the picture
space that sets the Japanese photographer and Russian subjects into different
compartments. This picture is not the only example of the picture with a fence from
the Manchuria photographers’ reportage.

Figure 14. Isshiki Tatsuo, Woman Leaning on the Fence, 1931. Depicted Utopia. Another Faces of
Japanese Modern Photography in Manchoukuo (Nagoya City Art Museum, 1994), 215.

The Tampei photographers practiced the same approach when they used
luggage as a fence between themselves and the Jewish refugees. They likely put
themselves into different compartments because of their low comfort level and the
language barrier (see Figure 12).
The Manchuria Association’s pictures are full of suggestive details about the
Russians’ lives. Russian immigrants were depicted in their authentic surroundings,
different from Japan and Japanese Manchuria. Even photos of silhouettes are easily
recognizable as pictures of others. Details such as kerchiefs on women’s heads
(Woman Leaning on the Fence, Figure 14) or big orthodox Christian crosses around a
priest’s neck (Christians), reveal their otherness. Even though the depictions of
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Russian immigrants and Jewish refugees were totally different, there were major
similarities in the photographers’ approach towards the subjects. The photographers
were unable to come in close contact with the subjects and thus were able to see and
photograph only a limited range of details.
In this section I put the ’Displaced Jews’ photo-story in the broader context of
the history of documentary photography. I linked and compared the ’Displaced Jews’
imagery with that of the FSA of the Great Depression, Roman Vishniac’s
representations of Jews in ghettos in Europe, and Japanese photographers’
representations of Russian immigrants in Manchuria. All these cases were
extraordinary attempts to picture ‘others’ as individuals. These examples are a useful
basis for close reading of the Tampei photographers’ representations of refugees,
hardship, Jewishness, and non-Asian exoticism. Overall, it might be concluded that
the ’Displaced Jews’ photographs demonstrate both consistency and innovation in
relation to the history of documentary photography. They are consistent with the trend
to depict the suffering ‘other’, migrant, or refugee in increasingly individual terms.
And they are innovative, because they highlight the issue of Jewish refugees in Kobe
in a neutral way, without obvious calls for actions or reforms. Unlike the FSA’s and
Vishniac’s politically charged approach, it was not the aim of the Tampei imagery to
raise funds or generate sympathy. Moreover, the project itself was a private initiative
and was not sponsored by any government or any other official institutions. As far as
is known, the Tampei photographer’s initiative was curiosity driven, an outlook that
seems to have been grounded in leader Yasui’s attraction to marginalized and
‘invisible’ human and non-human animals.
Next, the analysis will move to contextualize the Tampei Shashin Kurabu and
its leader, Yasui Nakaji, within the broader history of Japanese photography. As will
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be explored here, the FSA imagery and the Western tradition of documentary
photography were not the only significant influences upon the Japanese photographers
who traveled to Kobe to photograph the makeshift refugee community in 1941.

Section B: History of Japanese 20th century photography, the Tampei
Photography Club, and Yasui Nakaji
Photography in Japan
In the 1920s and 1930s the rapidly growing Japanese amateur photography
community was embroiled in a debate over the potential and nature of photography.
For the most part, the activity of photography in Japan centered on a discussion
between form and content. Two opposing groups differed in the style of photography
they favored. One adhered to the well-established aesthetic tradition of pictorialism,
using soft-focus lenses and textured paper to make photographs look like paintings.
Pictorialist photographers and critics supportive of this approach strove to categorize
photography as a branch of fine art. 50 The other group argued that photographs should
depict the world ‘as it is’. Accordingly, they produced sharply-focused images,
experimented with the snapshot, and avoided engaging in darkroom artistry. 51 These
‘realists’ regarded photography as a means of documentation, asserting that content
was more important than pictorial effect. 52 They embraced the idea of photography as
a means for amateurs to experiment with new techniques and methods, develop
themselves as individuals, and resist the pressure to conform to popular trends.
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Accordingly, they encouraged adherents to participate in small, one-person
exhibitions and submit their work to limited-edition magazines. 53 The ‘realists’ were
able to work faster than their art-oriented colleagues because they favored small
cameras, fast film, and shooting in available light. Their equipment was light enough
to be easily carried over long distances, allowing them to explore new kinds of subject
matter. 54
Due to the political climate in Japan, photographers were circumscribed in
their choices of subject matter. The restrictions had an enormous impact on the
‘realist’ photographers, especially those who were looking for new subject matter and
sites. In the 1920s and 1930s, the Publications Monitoring Department of the Home
Ministry announced a number of censorship guidelines for the media, some of them
specifically focused on photography. 55 For example, Articles 12 and 14 of the
guidelines stated that any photographs that were ‘unfavorable’ to the Imperial Army
insofar as they depicted atrocities, Nanjing refugees, dead bodies, etc. were
prohibited. 56 The definition of ‘unfavorable’ was not fully specified, therefore
photographers had to be very careful about what images they could publish and
exhibit.
Another example of how governmental social control impacted upon
photography was the policy of reducing the number of leisure-oriented photomagazines. Specifically, Kamera (Camera), Kamera kurabu (Camera Club) and
Shashin saron (Photographic Salon) were consolidated into Shashin bunka
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(Photographic Culture); Foto taimusu (Photo Times) and Kameraāto (Camera Art)
into Hodo shashin (Photo News); and Kogata kamera (Small Size Camera), Amachua
kamera (Amateur Camera) and Kōga gekkan (Photography Monthly) into Shashin
Nihon (Japanese Photography). 57 By reducing the number of photo-magazines, the
Publications Monitoring Department was able to surveil and censor the content of the
magazines more efficiently.
Based on the above-mentioned restrictions, Japanese photographers were not
able to challenge or question the Japanese political system and social order. However,
the ‘realist’ photographers were sensitive to hardship, poverty, and inequality, and,
unlike the ‘traditional’ pictorialist photographers, worked to capture socially
important events. At the time, many critics wrote manifestos on the role of
photography, particularly those inspired by socialist tendencies. For example,
Murayama Tomoyoshi insisted on a social engagement of photography 58. He also
stated that pictorialist photography was just a misrepresentation of real life. 59
Facing the obstacle of government restrictions, many amateur photographers,
especially those still loyal to pictorialist photography, did not want to practice
documentary-oriented styles of image-making. For example, Fuchikami Hakuyō,
Watanabe Jun, Yamamoto Makihito, Takayama Masataka, and many other Japanese
photographers in the 1920s and 1930s still imitated paintings in their photography.
The leader of the Tampei Photography Club, Yasui Nakaji, also remained a
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pictorialist photographer well into the 1930s. For example, his photographs Street
with People (1932-37) and Sign (1932-37) manifest obvious lyrical, soft-focus
elements.
Another reason why the pictorialist approach was so popular in Japan was its
practitioners’ special attention to darkroom procedures. 60 Traditional style
photographers valued the image capture and darkroom manipulation components of
photography more or less equally. That said, they asserted that the true test of their
skills and experience as photographers was darkroom processing and printing.
Furthermore, pictorialist photography was easier to exhibit and publish in the popular
press because its idealized, often dreamy subject matter did not contravene any
government restrictions. 61
The mix of different views and approaches to amateur photographic
expression in 1930s Japan provides the vital context for interpreting the ’Displaced
Jews’ photo-reportage. Next, I will analyze Yasui Nakaji’s style, because Yasui was
the person who initiated and led the ‘Displaced Jews’ project.
Yasui Nakaji
Yasui Nakaji was a leader of the Tampei Photography Club and one of a few
key people in Japanese photography in the 1930s. On August 1, 1942, after Yasui’s
death, the members of the Tampei Photography Club published The Photographs of
Nakaji Yasui, which is known as his ‘Posthumous Anthology’. 62 The book contained
fifty pictures by Yasui and established his reputation as a canonical Japanese
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photographic artist in the interwar era. Unfortunately, the set of pictures chosen by his
colleagues emphasizes the breadth of his photographic activity rather than his
thematic interests. It includes work done in pictorialist, surrealist, constructivist, and
documentary styles and presents Yasui as an innovator in Japanese photography who
was eager to explore a wide variety of new photographic trends. However, based on
all the available information about Yasui, we can assume that his contribution to
Japanese photography extended beyond simply being attentive to new trends in world
photography and introducing them into Japan. For example, the posthumous book
does not represent in any detail Yasui’s exceptional interest in documentary
photography. Yasui’s pattern of interest in documenting ordinary life in the Kansai
region of Japan reached its climax with his last documentary project, ‘Displaced
Jews’.
Yasui Nakaji explored photography both practically and theoretically. He kept
his finger on the pulse of all the latest technical and aesthetic developments in
European and American photography and was happy to share his knowledge with
other photographers. 63 This quality of thinking of himself as part of a photographic
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community fit perfectly with group-oriented amateur artistic practice in Japan, where
leaders passed their experience and theoretical understanding of a particular craft
‘down’ to more junior members who looked upon their role as that of apprentices.
Unlike in the United States and Europe serious amateur photographers did not
practice photography predominantly by themselves, but rather worked in groups like
the Tampei Photography Club. 64
As indicated above with reference to the posthumous collection of Yasui’s
works, he stands out in the history of Japanese photography as a practitioner who
explored every modern form and style of photography, including landscape, portrait,
documentary, pictorialist, abstract, realist, and surrealist. In the 1930s, Yasui started
developing his own creative preferences, and one of his preoccupations in terms of
subject matter was fish and shellfish out of water. From 1932 until his death a decade
later he liked to capture sea animals out of their natural environment. More broadly
this interest reflects Yasui’s curiosity about ‘otherness’, something that might be said
to have begun with his 1929 masterpiece Monkey Show. Yasui’s inclination to use his
camera to probe and question the inner realities of other beings is especially evident in
the photographs made in his last years of life. The range of subject matter that fits this
category of photographic exploration is broad, including from the animal kingdom
domestic and agricultural animals, dead butterflies, and dead sea animals, and from
the human one left wing protesters, Korean minorities, travelling circus artists, and, as
we have seen, Jewish refugees. More specifically it might be observed that in the
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1930s Yasui started to take pictures of people in hardship, fleeing people, and
outsiders. The May Day demonstration (1931) and travelling circus artists (1940)
series are examples of giving attention to people who occupied the margins of
Japanese society, folk that were discriminated against and suffered increasing state
repression as the Japanese state came under the control of militarists. Yasui’s
commitment to ‘making visible’ communities that the state regarded as troublesome
or objectionable led naturally to the ‘Displaced Jews’ series.
The Tampei Photography Club
The 1920s and 1930s was a period of experimentation in world photography
and Japanese amateur photographers were inspired by such influences as German
Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity), French surrealism, Russian structuralism, and
American social documentary. Photography clubs were a perfect setting for
experimentation with the new styles as they provided ample scope for sharing
information and discussing results. Generally, Japanese photography clubs were not
differentiated on the basis of particular stylistic orientations or preferred subject
matter, but rather according to the backgrounds, personalities, and interests of their
leading members. 65 The Tampei Photography Club was no exception. It was
established in Osaka in February 1930 by Ueda Bizan and Yasui Nakaji, who each
practiced different styles in photography. As mentioned above, during the 1920s
Yasui Nakaji worked in the pictorialist genre before later experimenting with New
Objectivity, surrealism, and social documentary. 66 During the 1930s he positioned
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himself as one of the foremost innovators in the Japanese art photography world. 67
For his part, Ueda Bizan was primarily focused on constructivism and surrealism. 68
Two other distinguished members of the Tampei Club, Shiihara Osamu and Hirai
Terushichi, were strongly influenced by New Objectivity and the avant-garde
movement. 69 As is evident from this brief survey of the club’s leaders, the Tampei
Photography Club was a site where a mix of different photographic styles and
approaches were practiced. At the same time, Japanese photographers maintained a
strong attachment to pictorialism, and much 1930s Japanese photography can be
described as hybridized pictorialist/modernist in style. The Tampei photographers
held exhibitions of their work in Osaka in 1931 and 1932, Tokyo in 1935, and Kobe
in 1941. 70
This brief outline of the Tampei Photography Club in relation to broader
trends in 1920s and 1930s Japanese photography provides the structural and artistic
context for the ‘Displaced Jews’ photo-story. Unlike the reportage carried out by the
FSA photographers in the United States and Roman Vishniac in Europe, the Tampei
Photography Club’s representation of the Jewish refugees in Kobe manifests some
pictorialist qualities that, as we have seen, persisted in Japanese photography clubs
well into the 1930s. Yasui’s photograph Profile (see Figure 1) is a good example of
how the creative mixing of styles produced original results. Here Yasui used a soft-
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focus lens and blurred most of the picture space to achieve a double portrait that is
more impressionistic, romantic, and enigmatic than typical ‘factual’ American or
European documentary imagery of the same period. It does not so much convey
information about the state of the refugees at a particular moment in time as suggest
the drama and uncertainty inherent in the condition of being a displaced person far
from home. 71 Another reason why the ’Displaced Jews’ photographs can be described
as innovative compared to other comparable images of refugees is that they are the
product of a group-based project. The fact that the photographers were working
together, and that the whole initiative was a result of teamwork, makes the imagery
different from the more individual efforts of the FSA photographers and of Vishniac.
Unlike the FSA photographers and Vishniac, the Tampei Club photographers could
benefit from sharing ideas and combining strengths; however, because of being a part
of a group, each photographer could not determine his own goals and milestones. That
is perhaps why Walker’s Evans reportage of sharecropper families in Hale County,
Alabama, offers a diversified view of his subjects while the Tampei Club’s
documentation of Jewish refugees shows just some fragments of the refugees’ routine.
Japanese traditional group-based photography practice typically required a leader who
would coordinate the group’s activities and communicate with publishers and
exhibitors. The project ’Displaced Jews’ was led by Yasui Nakaji, who also selected
the final photographs for exhibition in Osaka in 1941 and for the Shashin bunka photo
essay of the same year. Because of his enormous status within the broader Japanese
photography community, other members of the Tampei Photography Club likely felt
compelled to follow his lead while at the same time making their own choices in
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terms of subject matter and framing. It could be suggested that some of the
photographs include interpretations that go beyond the ‘Displaced Jews’ project and
include references to Yasui’s previous works. As discussed in the next section, strong
Yasui influences are still evident in photographs of other Tampei photographers as
Yasui had been leading the project and was a reputable photographer in Japan. In his
photographs Yasui liked to accentuate details that the viewer might not at first notice,
but that would make a photograph powerful. The photographs Horse (Figure 17) and
Monkey Show are evidence of that: both times Yasui caught animals captured with a
chain. In the photograph Man, Tabuchi Kaneyoshi also used a chain shadow to show
the refugees’ lack of freedom (see Figure 18.) Lastly, the political situation in Japan is
a further important factor. The Japanese government had strict censorship laws
regarding creative activities in the country and the representation of issues connected
with Japan’s international relations. It can be argued that the restrictions created a
situation which led the Tampei Photographers to avoid politically sensitive subject
matter. Thus, in order to not risk offending the government they had to present the
Jewish refugees favorably and in a politically neutral way. In this regard it can be
observed that compared to the FSA representation of migrants during the Great
Depression and Roman Vishniac’s representations of Jews in ghettos in Europe, the
contents of the Kobe photographs do not disclose details about the living conditions
of the refugees or assistance provided by the Japanese government or local Kobe
community.
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Section C: The Jewish Community in Kobe and close reading of the ‘Displaced
Jews’ photographs
Jews in Japan and Kobe
Before the war, Kobe was one of the six biggest cities in Japan (the other five
being Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, and Yokohama). 72 Opening of the port of Kobe
on January 1, 1868 made Kobe a center of international relationships during the Meiji
Era. Americans and Europeans stopped by Kobe quite often; the city was a pioneer in
adopting Western culture, including Western entertainment, fashion and cuisine. And
Kobe was the birthplace of the cinema and jazz in Japan. In 1940 its population was
967,234 inhabitants, 73 among whom were about 3, 000 foreign residents, including a
few hundred Jews. In response to the Jewish crisis in Europe and the arrival of
displaced Jews in Japan, the small, tight knit Jewish community in Kobe created the
Kobe Jewish Community and Refugee Relief Committee to help the refugees. The
community centre that served as the operations centre for this initiative was located in
the neighborhood of Yamamotodori, and the new arrivals were accommodated in
western-style houses, known as ijinkan, near the community centre. 74
The issue of Jewish emigration from Nazi Germany was officially addressed at
the Evian Conference in France in 1938. Initiated by President Roosevelt, the
conference aimed to solve the problem of the emigrants having nowhere to go. By
1938, 150,000 Jews had left Germany and 185,000 remained behind. Most of the
Jewish people fleeing Germany and nearby countries wanted to emigrate to the U.S.;
however, due to the ongoing economic hardships of the Depression there and strong
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racist resistance among large segments of American society, there was limited scope
for this to happen. In 1924 Congress had established immigration quotas for racial and
ethnic groups, including Jews, and because of the reasons indicated above there was
little public support in the United States for easing the quotas in the late 1930s.
Nevertheless, the U.S. representative to the Evian Conference, Myron C. Taylor,
encouraged delegates of the other thirty-two participating countries to show
compassion and open their borders to the refugees. 75 Shortly thereafter, Japan allowed
Jewish refugees to travel to Shanghai (under Japanese control from December 1937),
and later, in 1940-1941, to Kobe. 76 According to the Zionist activist William R. Perl,
25,000 Jews safely migrated to Japanese lands (including Shanghai), among them
4,608 refugees who went to Kobe. 77 Another source, Refugee and Survivor: Rescue
Attempts during the Holocaust by Zorach Warhaftig, 78 asserts that “During the eleven
months between July 1940 and the end of May 1941, 4,664 refugees arrived in Japan.
This figure includes 2,498 German Jews and 2,166 refugees from Lithuania.” 79
The majority of the refugees were middle-class people with established
professions. For example, a 1941 report on Jewish newcomers’ professions by the
Japanese occupying authorities in Shanghai indicates that 1,100 merchants, 260
musicians, 220 physicians, 220 hat makers, 180 dentists, 150 cooks, and 120 nurses
came to Shanghai in 1941. 80 Nevertheless, most of the refugees who migrated to
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Japan were poor with virtually no money. Accordingly, the $400 U.S. fee they were
required to pay to enter Japan was paid by American Jewish communities. The money
was held in a special account at the JP Morgan Chase Bank in Shanghai. 81
Some of the refugees planned to find employment during their temporary stay
in Japan. That is why they often traveled with their professional belongings. 82 The
harsh reality, however, was that the Japanese authorities looked upon the Jews as
short-stay refugees, allowing no opportunities for them to put down meaningful roots.
In December 1941 the Jewish refugees were cleared out of Kobe and moved to
Shanghai. 83
‘Displaced Jews’
In the late 1930s, when the war in China was intensifying and expanding, nonessential photographic activity was scaled back due to the war effort. Moreover,
consolidation of the numerous amateur photography magazines facilitated censorship
activities. 84 Although Japan and Nazi Germany had been allied since September 1940
through the Tripartite Pact, the Tampei Club photographers’ images manifest no antiSemitic prejudices. 85 Rather, the Jewish refugees are portrayed sympathetically and
humanistically. Moreover, they are presented as interesting and exotic subjects whose
displacement from their home communities in Europe and state of limbo in Kobe
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merit public attention. 86 All the images are composed in a manner that limits the
readable information about the subjects’ lives. Unlike the FSA imagery or Vishniac’s
photographs of ghettos, the photographs from Kobe do not show as many details;
additionally, the majority of them were taken outside, making it impossible to obtain
information about the refugees’ living conditions. How might this be explained? One
important factor is that in 1941 Japan had no previous experience of refugees arriving
upon its shores. Also, Yasui Nakaji did not have any previous experience of taking
pictures of non-Asians and refugees.
Most of the pictures do not suggest any meaningful contact between the
photographers and their subjects. There are no posed photographs except for five out
of 45 pictures of Kobe refugees that I have identified. The reason for this might be the
photographers’ hesitation or inability to ask the refugees to pose. For example, the
photograph Luggage (see Figure 12) was taken from across the street. The pictures
Profile (Figure 1), Man (Figure 18), Work, Three Men and others were heavily
cropped so as to isolate the subjects from distracting backgrounds. Other photographs,
most notably Flowing Jews by Yasui Nakaji and Fugitives D by Shiihara Osamu,
seem to have been taken hastily. Since the distance between Kobe and Osaka was
only 30,5 km (19 miles), one is left to wonder why the Tampei photographers traveled
to Kobe only twice for this project. Did the refugees make them uncomfortable? Or
were they concerned about angering the Japanese authorities?
Another illustration of distance between photographer and subject is the
aforementioned picture Luggage (see Figure 12) by Toru Kono. 87 Here, as in the
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previous example of the Manchurian photographs, the photographer exists in a
separate space on ‘this’ side of the pile of luggage. The dislocated foreigners are
safely contained on the ‘other’ side of the picture space. There are also two images by
Yasui Nakaji (both named Flowing Jews 88) that suggest a similar, hesitant approach
toward the refugees. Again, the luggage fence appears as part of a photographersubject communication barrier and suggests that the photographer’s instinct was to
remain separate and apart.
Historically, reportage and social documentary photography have been
actuated across a socio-economic divide with the photographers in a more empowered
position than the subjects. In the case of ‘Displaced Jews’, the gulf between the
photographers and their subjects was very significant indeed. Even though most of the
refugees were middle-class professionals, 89 they could not escape the condition of
being refugees, people dependent upon the kindness and goodwill of strangers, and
simply ‘others’ in the Asian country. The photographers, on the other hand, were from
middle-class and wealthy backgrounds and were conducting their reportage as a
leisure activity. Furthermore, as Japanese nationals they had no insecurity or
uncertainty about their rights to services and protection provided by the state. The
‘fence’ in the photographs confirms the socio-economic divide of powerful/powerless,
secure/insecure, Japanese/other. Here it might be suggested that the ‘fence’
incorporated into the picture space by the Tampei Club photographers is a part of their
imagery’s expressive content. According to Taylor, an image’s expressive content is
“the combined effect of subject matter and visual form”. 90 In this case, the subject
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matter, Jewish refugees, are depicted through their correlation with baggage. Spatial
organization, light, and tone are component parts of image’s expressive content. 91 The
luggage fence in Luggage (Figure 12) by Toru Kono expresses the idea of fleeing life
and otherness through spatial organization, light, and tone. The luggage is the biggest
‘object’ in the picture. It takes up more space in the photograph than do the people.
Moreover, it is illuminated and bright compared to the people in the background, who
are dressed in dark clothes.
One of the few close-up portraits, Mother (Figure 9) by Yasui Nakaji, is also a
telling example of a metaphorical fence between the subject and the photographer. In
this picture we can see that the photographed woman probably did not want contact
with the photographer. Her reserved body position and tentative glance suggest this. A
suspicious and partly neutral woman’s glance is one of the powerful tropes in social
documentary photography introduced by the FSA photographers. We can see
similarly reluctant, tentative expressions on the faces of Migrant Mother (Figure 6)
and Allie Mae Burroughs (Figure 8). In all cases (the FSA and Tampei Photography
Club documentation), the photographers and their subjects were separated by wide
socio-economic differences. Photography was a choice for the photographers, but less
so (if at all) for the subjects. The facial expressions described above suggest that a
certain degree of force was involved in the photography work. And we can also see a
cultural gap in the ‘Displaced Jews’ reportage.
Because of vast language and cultural barriers, the Tampei photographers
seem not to have been able to perform to their fullest potential and find the way to
visit the refugees’ temporary homes. The viewer cannot see where the refugees were
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sleeping, eating and spending their spare time; as well, few personal belongings
appear in the photographs. In case of the FSA and Vishniac’s imagery, those details
were crucial in showing the refugees’ hardship and need. Because of the
aforementioned limitations, the Tampei photographers had to show or suggest these
aspects in their own ways. Unable to use details, such as household or personal
belongings, Yasui Nakaji and other Tampei Club photographers used more oblique
means to suggest the hardships and suffering of their subjects. For his part, Yasui had
previously experimented with symbolic ways of representing the condition of being
trapped in a state of confinement and seems to have transferred that approach to his
‘Displaced Jews’ work. For example, his Window (Figure 15), which portrays a
Jewish refugee looking out from a window, bears a strong resemblance to his 1935
portrait of a sick dog in a cage (Figure 16). 92. In the former image, the man looks
small and weak compared to the window. He does not look happy to be inside the
building, and the frames that separate the individual frames of glass resemble the bars
of a cage. The refugee seems to be dreaming of escaping from that place. Dog is
remarkably similar: the same angle of view, penetrating eye, and sense of sadness.
Furthermore, both subjects are set against a black background, and their heads are
half-shadowed. Perhaps Yasui did not see a big difference between the two captured
souls. He learned from the photograph of the dog how to visually express the ideas of
fear, loneliness and hopelessness in a stripped-down, evocative way.
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Figure 15. Nakaji Yasui, Window, 1941. Ozawa Kenji et al. (eds.), The Complete History of Japanese
Photography. Vol.3: The Modern Photography Movement in Japan, ed. Jeffrey Gilbert (Tokyo:
Shogakukan, 1986), 33.
Figure 16. Nakaji Yasui, Dog, 1934. Ozawa Kenji et al. (eds.), The Complete History of Japanese
Photography. Vol.3: The Modern Photography Movement in Japan, ed. Jeffrey Gilbert (Tokyo:
Shogakukan, 1986), 8.

Tabuchi Kaneyoshi, another member of the Tampei Photography Club, also
seems to have drawn inspiration from Yasui’s back catalogue of work for ways to
obliquely show the suffering of the Jewish refugees. In his earlier oeuvre, Yasui had
photographed animals that were maintained in a state of tight captivity by chains,
leashes, or other visible means of restraint. The prize-winning photograph Monkey
Show (1928) is the best-known example of this, but Horse (1937, Figure 17) is also a
Yasui photograph that was well known in the 1930s. Tabuchi gives a new twist to the
chain as a symbol of captivity in his image
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Figure 17. Nakaji Yasui, Horse, 1937. Ozawa Kenji et al. (eds.). The Complete History of Japanese
Photography. Vol.3: The Modern Photography Movement in Japan, ed. Jeffrey Gilbert (Tokyo:
Shogakukan, 1986), 19.

Figure 18. Tabuchi Kaneyoshi, Man, 1941. Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A Photographer and
Prewar Kobe, ed. Yuri Mitsuda (Kobe: Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum, 2010), 86.

Man (Figure 18). Here we see a Jewish refugee with the shadow of a thick chain
across his hand and face. The shadow completely changes the atmosphere of the
photograph. Just as Yasui’s shot of the horse would be a picturesque, lovely
50

photograph without the chain, so Tabuchi’s Man (Figure 18) would be just a portrait
of a rugged guy smoking a cigarette. However, the chain suggests that like Yasui’s
monkey and horse, he is enduring some form of heavy captivity.
Even though Yasui’s influence upon his colleagues can be identified here and
there in the collective imagery that constitutes the ’Displaced Jews’ record, the whole
photo set manifests more than one photographic style. Some pictures display the
influence of pictorialism, some are snapshots, and some connect to the tradition of the
posed portrait. Moreover, each photographer clearly had his own preferences of
subject matter and style. Among all the surviving photographs from the ’Displaced
Jews’ project, most were taken by Yasui, Kawasaki Kametaro, and Shiihara Osamu.
Consideration of those by Kawasaki and Shiihara demonstrates a number of unique
features that differentiate them from the work of Yasui, and from each other. For
example, among six photographs by Kawasaki, four are pictures of children. He took
pictures of three children – one portrait of a girl, two portraits of two girls, and one
group portrait of two girls and one boy – in three different locations. For Kawasaki,
depicting children might have been a way to suggest such issues as the wealth (or lack
thereof) of their parents, and the well-being of the families in general. Their dress and
state of health can be taken as a direct reflection of how well they are being nurtured
and cared for. For example, Sisters by the Window (Figure 19) is interesting because
of the combination of its snapshot-like documentary quality and its mysteriousness.
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Figure 19. Kawasaki Kametaro, Sisters by Window, 1941. Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A
Photographer and Prewar Kobe, ed. Yuri Mitsuda (Kobe: Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum, 2010), 87.

The afternoon louver shutter and window shadows seem too sharp, big, and rough
compared to two tiny girls who look lost and vulnerable. The younger sister holds a
jumping rope in her left hand. Perhaps, they were jumping and playing together. But
again, the background of the picture, with no plants around, and harsh late afternoon
shadows, suggest hardship. The girls seem completely misplaced. They do not look
scared or sad, but rather embarrassed because somebody is taking a picture of them.
The backgrounds of the other portraits by Kawasaki also feature rough, empty walls.
These locations seem to reflect the refugee children’s broader experience as displaced
people. Insofar as they appear to be playing by themselves, the suggestion would
seem to be that their parents were busy with the heavy responsibilities of attending to
the survival of their families and thus did not have the luxury of supervising their
children or joining their games.
As to the six surviving images by Shiihara Osamu, they provide an interesting
contrast to those of Kawasaki in being all portraits of men. According to the Japanese
patriarchal tradition, a husband and father is somebody who has absolute
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responsibility for, and authority over, the household. 93 As such, Japanese viewers of
Shiihara’s images would expect to see men who are strong, capable-looking, and
proud. The best known of Shiihara’s depictions of men is probably Hebrew Book
(Figure 20) as it was one of five photographs from ’Displaced Jews’ published in
Photographic Culture (Shashin Bunka) magazine.

Figure 20. Shiihara Osamu, Hebrew Book, 1941. Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A Photographer and
Prewar Kobe, ed. Yuri Mitsuda (Kobe: Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum, 2010), 89.

All of the men in the portrait are middle-aged, well-groomed, dressed in
formal suits and ties, and two of them wear hats. It is not difficult to imagine them as
capable and responsible husbands and fathers. These men certainly do not come
across as a threat to society even though their unusual appearances might arouse
suspicion. Rather, their concentration on the reading of thick books suggests that they
are thoughtful and dutiful men of learning. The only detail that hints at their hardship
as refugees is the fact that they have five-o’clock shadows. Nevertheless, the picture
does not really tell the viewer anything about the men as refugees, and this makes it
unique in relation to other photographs in the series. It suggests that Jewish life
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among the refugees in Kobe is proceeding according to timeless rhythms that are
unaffected by external circumstances.

Figure 21. Nakaji Yasui, Nap, 1941. Ozawa Kenji et al. (eds.), The Complete History of Japanese
Photography. Vol.3: The Modern Photography Movement in Japan, ed. Jeffrey Gilbert (Tokyo:
Shogakukan,1986), 34.

In contrast, Ozawa Kenji’s Nap (Figure 21), of a formally-dressed man
napping outside on a bench, conveys a very different impression. Let us first consider
the composition of the image. The horizontal skewed line of the bench gives a sense
of space in the picture. The man’s arms and face form a triangle that attracts the
viewer’s attention. There are no specific details that indicate time or place, so like
Shiihara’s Hebrew Book this information would have to be indicated in a caption for
the photograph to be read as the depiction of a Jewish refugee in Kobe. There is an
obvious tension in the image between the man’s well-dressed appearance and the
place where he is lying. Even if the viewer is not informed of the full story, it is clear
that some sort of difficult circumstances have produced this situation. The way the
man has arranged his legs and crossed his arms, the way he has pulled his hat over his
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eyes, suggest that his nap in this uncomfortable position is a necessity rather than a
choice.
Yasui’s Nakaji pictures from the ‘Displaced Jews’ photo project are not as
narrowly focused as those of Kawasaki and Shiihara. Indeed, in comparative terms,
the images by Yasui are strikingly diverse. He photographed men, women and
children in different locations. Some of the pictures do not have a clearly discernable
composition and/or are blurred and seem to have been taken on the fly. Others are
posed and carefully framed. Despite the broad disparities, together they create the
impression that Yasui was trying to show the refugees from different perspectives. He
was clearly comfortable with working fast, had a very broad and open-ended idea of
reportage photography, and was not trying to impose pre-conceived ideas of European
Jews upon his subjects. Like Henri Cartier-Bresson who developed a quick, lightfooted approach to documentary photography during the same era, Yasui used his
light, indiscreet Leica camera to grab images quickly and relatively indiscriminately.
It follows from this approach that most of the pictures Yasui captured in Kobe
were unposed, taken without contact with the subjects. He may have worked this way
because he was striving for ‘naturalness’ in the manner of Walker Evans’s subway
portraits of the same era, or because the language barrier made it impossible for him
to communicate meaningfully with his subjects. One way or another, the displaced
Jews in his images come across as distant and isolated. In comparison, Dorothea
Lange spent years documenting American migrants’ hardships and brought her
subjects alive for her viewers. She clearly became comfortable dealing with
America’s poor, displaced farmers and had no hesitation in getting in close and posing
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them in various ways to get just the right portraits. 94 In comparing the two sets of
imagery it is clear that the Jewish refugees were outsiders in Japanese society whereas
Dorothea Lange’s “Oakies” were part of the American community. Thus, the portraits
executed by Yasui and his colleagues have an exotic, distant, fleeting quality that sets
them apart from other well-known refugee documentation projects of the pre-war era.
For an average viewer the title of reportage is the only way a viewer might know that
the people in the photographs are refugees.
Although there are no single photographs among the “Displaced Jews” series
that have the descriptive power or emotional impact of Lange’s Migrant Mother,
Evans’s Allie Mae Burroughs, or Vishniak’s Father Enters, His Face Looks Tired.
Will There Be a Meal Today, careful study of the Kobe imagery does suggest some
things about the struggles and suffering of the displaced Jewish population that spent
some weeks or months in Japan. This information is conveyed through details and
compositional components of the photographs. The hardship of individuals is
suggested through the play of light and shadow (ex. Man (see Figure 18) by Tabuchi
Kaneyoshi, where the shadow of a chain divides a man’s face and Sisters by the
Window (Figure 19) by Kawasaki Kametaro, where harsh shadows seem to threaten
the innocence and vulnerability of the young girls.). In the case of Luggage (Figure
12) by Toro Konu, the huge pile of luggage reflects the subjects’ uncertain, fleeing
life). Another interesting picture with a telling detail is Work by Shiihara Osamu
where the photographer captures the male subject’s reading glasses. While at first it
might seem that this photograph does not suggest anything about a refugee’s life,
closer consideration of the image draws attention to the conflict between the
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circumstances of fleeing hardship and the neat, intelligent outlook of a person whose
pattern of life has clearly been turned upside down by the need to become a stateless
refugee.
Overall it might be said about the ‘Displaced Jews’ documentation project
that it reflects a variety of photographers’ attitudes towards the Jewish people they
encountered in Kobe: attitudes about Europe, Judaism, and what it means to be a
refugee. The project was exhibited in the Twenty-Third Tampei Photography Club
Exhibition in Osaka (March, 1941). The show consisted of 22 photographs in total,
six of them taken by Yasui Nakaji. Yasui chose the title ‘Displaced Jews’ for the
exhibition, and his introduction contextualized it in the following romantic, depoliticized, and highly generalized way: “What is floating in the wanderer’s brow is
not only sorrow and misery… but also tenacity of a people gloomily scattered
throughout the world.” 95 Thus Yasui chose not to mention Nazi politics and provided
no information about the refugees’ nationality and origins. Accordingly, it is not clear
if Yasui Nakaji and the other members of the Tampei Photography Club had a
sophisticated understanding of their subjects or the circumstances that brought them
to Kobe. Thus, the question remains: was the ’Displaced Jews’ photo-story the
product of simple, naïve curiosity on the part of Yasui and his colleagues, a
photographic brush with exotics subjects, or a somewhat risky attempt on their part to
learn about and document people whose victimization and suffering merited
investigation and documentation? On these questions, the photographs themselves and
the materials left behind by the photographers are silent.
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CONCLUSION
There were three substantial questions about the ‘Displaced Jews’ photographs
that I set out to answer in this research. First, why do the photographs not look like
typical depictions of refugees from that era? What elements make them different, and
how can we understand the differences? Regarding this question, I also aimed to
understand the originality level of these photographs by comparing them to other
contemporaneous representations of refugees and migrants. Second, how much did
Yasui Nakaji and the other members of the Tampei Photography Club understand and
sympathize with the predicament of the refugees beyond just thinking of them as
interesting subject matter for their cameras. Researching Yasui’s career and interests,
I tried to discover the extent to which he might have understood and taken an interest
in the life stories of the Jewish refugees in Kobe. Third, this research set out to
discover what we can learn about the Jews in Kobe by carrying out close readings of
selected photographs. Photographs can represent more than just plain facts: I searched
for insights into the possible attitudes and approaches of the Tampei Photography
Club members toward the refugees.
Regarding the first and second questions, I used a comparative approach to
evaluate the Tampei Club members’ photographic representations in relation to other
contemporaneous depictions of refugees. Here the Japanese photographs are clearly
different, because they look beyond the national and religious characteristics of the
subjects, and do not center on the Jewish part of their lives. Furthermore, unlike the
FSA imagery of displaced Americans, which circulated extensively in 1930s global
mass media culture, they do not show a stereotypical image of hardship that includes
tired, dirty people in shabby clothes, as might be seen in the photographs of Walker
Evans and Dorothea Lange. Additionally, the photographs do not provide a wide
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range of contextual details as, for instance, do the photographs of the FSA and Roman
Vishniac. Whether intentionally or unintentionally, this feature makes the pictures
from the ‘Displaced Jews’ reportage less clear in terms of their message to the viewer.
As a result, they are more enigmatic. An illustrative example is Kawasaki Kametaro’s
previously discussed image Sisters by the Window (Figure 19). Here both the image
and title give nothing away about the identity and circumstances of the subjects, or the
‘purpose’ of the photograph as documentation. It is not a photograph that is foremost
or even principally about revealing human oppression or suffering, or indeed about
‘Jewishness’, but rather about ‘catching’ subjects who are simply interesting as
people. Based on the surviving evidence it is impossible to know why the Tampei
photographers adopted this neutral approach towards their subject matter. As
suggested in the main body of the thesis, it might have been a product of Japanese
censorship laws and the concern that drawing attention to Nazi persecution (as the
cause of the subjects’ displaced status) would get the group into trouble with the
Japanese military. Another possibility is that censorship in Japan made the
photographers largely ignorant of the political circumstances that brought the Jewish
refugees to Kobe. Lastly, it might be suggested that Yasui Nakaji’s longstanding
interest in beings who are marginalized (Korean villagers in Japan; circus performers)
or away from their natural environments (sea creatures out of water; animals on
chains) was influential. Whatever the explanation, the resulting photographs are
remarkable for the fact that they do not appear to have been produced on the basis of
an obvious purpose or pre-conceived political agenda.
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Figure 19. Kawasaki Kametaro, Sisters by Window, 1941. Nakayama Iwata Retrospective: A
Photographer and Prewar Kobe, ed. Yuri Mitsuda (Kobe: Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum, 2010), 87.

The third question addresses the possible richness of the photographs as historical
texts. Of particular interest in my close readings of specific images was the
photographers’ attitudes towards the refugees as reflected in such things as their
compositional choices, physical closeness to the subjects, and the inclusion or
exclusion of background contextual information. Even though the Tampei
photographers were clearly curious about their Jewish subjects, they kept a distance
that might be considered a sign of respect, nervousness, or even cultural distance that
conforms to the way Japanese photographers conventionally depicted non-Japanese
subjects – for example, the contemporaneous images of Russian migrants in
Manchuria, described above. The photographs also suggest some things about the
refugees’ attitudes towards the photographers. There is no obvious rejection of the
photographers’ attention by the refugees; however, there is likewise no apparent
strong wish to be photographed. Generally, the refugees’ attitude in this regard is one
of detachment and reserve. Another important insight coming out from my close
readings is that the Kobe refugees do not appear as people at the bottom of the social
ladder. From what we see they look reasonably well off. This is particularly
noteworthy in comparison with Jewish people in Vishniac’s photographs. There is
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nothing to suggest severe hardship or suffering, but the truth could be quite different.
As far as is evident from this admittedly very slim historical record, the refugees’ stay
in Japan seems to have been free of violence and discomfort, but not of anxiety about
the future.
To sum up, the overall historical value and importance of the ’Displaced Jews’
body of work might be evaluated in three major realms. First, the photographs
constitute a factual historical record of a global refugee crisis that directly impacted
the city of Kobe in Japan. As visual evidence, it shows people, things and details that
say much about the reality of being a Jewish refugee in Kobe in 1941. Based on the
fact that this represents the first attempt to investigate the ’Displaced Jews’ reportage
as historical evidence, my research of this body of work might become a relevant part
of broader research on such topics as the representation of Jewish refugees in World
War II, the representation of refugees and displaced people in world visual media, or
the history of social documentary reportage in modern Japan. Furthermore, the
‘Displaced Jews’ photographs are a constitutive part of Japanese visual culture and
the experience of World War II in Japan. Compared to other representations of nonJapanese by Japanese photographers up to this time, this reportage is a quite
substantial and important. It depicts the non-Japanese ‘other’ not as a kind of exotic
phantasmagoria, but as ordinary human beings who, like the Japanese men who
captured the images, are vulnerable to historical forces that are largely outside of their
control. Finally, these photographs are appreciated in Japanese and international
exhibitions as an integral part of the history of photography, particularly documentary
photography. They are seen to point the way towards the straight, modern, factual
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portraits made by Domon Ken (Figure 22), Kimura Ihei, and others in the early
postwar era. 96

Figure 22. Domon Ken, Orphan Sisters, 1959. Japanese Photobook of the 1960s and ‘70s, ed. Ryuichi
Kaneko, Ivan Vartanian (Tokyo: Goliga Books, 2009), 61.
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